
Building your life around LOVE makes sense. 
 

Love ↔ Link  = Love ↔ RELATIONSHIPS:   

• Love transforms the RELATIONSHIPS (R) of your life.  • Believe it! 
 
THE TRUTH ABOUT YOUR RELATIONSHIPS:  • Life without relationships is a life of misery.  It is often 

true that those with the most possessions, passion, and power are the loneliest.  This does not have 
to happen if you learn the key to any relationship – that of serving others.  • If you learn to make 
healthy relationships, your life will be far more enjoyable than if you always struggle getting along 
with others.  • Serving is a foundation for healthy relationships.  It is hard to be angry with 
someone who is serving you and meeting your needs.  It is easier to make friends with someone 
you are serving.  • Jesus’ life illustrated that the greatest way to love is to serve.  • All healthy 
relationships are built around good communication.  Genuine, self-giving love, is the foundation for 
three important elements of communication – respect, trust, and forgiveness.  • Love can empower 
forgiveness, build respect, and reestablish trust (over time).  • Relationships without love are often 
shallow.  • Believing that you are better than others is a good way to undervalue and destroy 
current and future relationships.  Whether motivated by arrogance or pride - it does not matter – 
this belief ruins relationships.  • Love transforms the RELATIONSHIPS (R) of your life.  Believe it!   

 
TAKE ACTION:  To practice seeing others as more important than yourself is a good first step toward 

building healthy relationships.  A second step is to practice learning how to better serve others.  Do 
this with those who are subordinate to you and with those who look up to you as well.  Remember 
that relationships are “two-way”.  Even if someone does not wish to “return” an offer for 
friendship, you can still choose to serve them in many ways if you are building your relationships on 
love.  Remember that love often involves forgiveness.   You can change your beliefs! 

 
LIES:  I can never get along with or trust others.  I do not need others in my life.  Don’t believe them! 
 

❶ Make a list of the number of people that you consciously (by choice) serve each week.  
Are you “serving” others?  ❷ Make a list of those you “require” things from on a regular 
basis.  Next, review this second list; reflect upon what would happen to 
those relationship(s) if you “served” them as well.  ❸ Make a list of 

relationships you are trying to build, improve, or restore.  Evaluate: How would 
focusing upon “serving them in love” change the way you forgive, trust, and respect 
each other?  Next, write a plan for each. ❹ Compare your lists, adding to list 1 
from lists 2 & 3.  ❺ Consider including God on list 1 as someone you will serve. 
 
HOW & WHY IT WORKS:  • Our relationships should be our primary source for serving others; we are made for 
relationships, and relationships are best built by serving.  • Our relationships are a major element of our 
Behavioral-Self; knowing how to build healthy relationships is a key Life-Skill.   Building relationships is part of God-

the-Holy Spirit’s image in our lives, which helps us understand we were created to serve him 
and others.  • Linking our RELATIONSHIPS (R) to God’s love helps make choices that serve 
others before ourselves.  • We do not have to prove anything to be served by God.  His love is 
always there offering us a relationship with our Creator.  The hardest part of his offer is that he 
wants to be the primary Rule-Maker of life, and we must offer our obedience and love back to 
him in return (i.e., serve him).  • RELATIONSHIPS (R) is our God-Image Element® #3 

Learn to make 
friendships 

through 
serving. 


